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In a straight-up, no-holds-barred approach, Justin Lookadoo tells what you've always wanted to

know about sex but been too afraid to ask!
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Sex. It's everywhere-movies, TV, magazines, even billboards at the mall. No wonder you are more

confused than ever. In a straight-up, no-holds-barred approach, Justin Lookadoo tells what you've

always wanted to know about sex but been too afraid to ask! The Dirt on Sex gives the scoop on

-myths of sex-hidden meanings behind your admirer's advances-what guys (and girls!) say about

sex when the other isn't around-how to deal when you wish you hadn't done it-and much, much

moreFull of juicy tidbits you won't hear anywhere else, this is one book you can't afford not to read!

It's real. It's raw. It's true. It's The Dirt on Sex.

Justin Lookadoo was a juvenile probation officer and is now an author and speaker whose

hard-hitting humor and in-your-face message connects with teens. He is the coauthor of the

bestselling Dateable, The Dateable Rules, 97, and Chat Room Chatter. He lives in McKinney,

Texas.

The description, title, and cover are all misleading. This book conveys the idea that sex is evil and

only married couples, woman and man, should have sex.I do not know why this author or anyone



else believes this could be a useful book to teens experiencing current day reality, let alone anyone.

It lacks valid statistics and helpful information about sex, and layers guilt onto those who have

experienced normal feelings and ideas about sex.Do not buy it for yourself, but most importantly, do

not give this to kids.

Excellent book for boys. Straight up plain talk. I bought this book and left it sitting in his room. He

claims he isn't reading it but by the worn pages I can see he has!

This is an amazing book! I bought several copies and handed them out to my entire 12th grade

Sunday School class.This book has great life-lessons that children who are graduating high school

should know.

suit for this price . for myself, nice, feel good. They look amazing and cutting food smoothly. arrive

on time.

This is an awesome book to play a drinking game with, and a horrible book to educate anyone on

sex.Every time the author Justin Lookadoo says something sexist or writes an incorrect fact, take a

shot. I promise that by page 7 you will be absolutely wasted out of your mind.There are so many

gems in this book, I really don't know where to begin. There's the quiz "Should You Have Sex?"

which completely disregards if you love or trust the person. Apparently the only way you can win this

quiz is if you answer "yes" to being married for 10,000 points where all the other questions in the

quiz are worth 1 point. Then there's the amazing section "Are You Gay?" where Justin talks about

"the gay doctors - you know the scientists who study homosexuality", then as predicted he

compares a woman's virginity to a shiny car. As in - do you want to buy a shiny car? Or a

banged-up used one?Anyway I digress. I give this book 5 stars because it not only provides great

drinking games, but it can be used as kindling to start fires, or if you've run out of toilet paper.

Great loving Christian values here. Although he left out the chapter about Rule of Thumb...after

all...you should only have to tell your woman once.

I bought this book for my older teen daughter because it was described as "blunt". It is blunt in some

ways but it is Christian based book which includes a chapter on praying to Jesus and the bible is

quoted frequently throughout. Not being gay is a question of will power and proper thinking. Quotes



from the book include:" If you start giving oral sex to a guy, all you are to him is a hole"(p38), "I have

not found one person who had pure motives for being gay" (p56), and "Then there is the "I was born

gay" argument. Well, poop on that."(p56)Fundamentalist Christians will love this book but probably

no one else. I wish the editorial info had been upfront of the book's perspective as I wouldn't have

bought it had I known.

This book is full of misinformation and outright lies. One such example is where it claims "Condoms

average about 85% effectiveness" in preventing pregnancy, and that "The effectiveness rate for HIV

is 80%." This seems to lead him to the conclusion of "That means 20 out of every 100 people who

were counting on condoms to protect them will die of AIDS." Yes, it would seem AIDS appears out

of nowhere and kills 20 out of every 100 people who use condoms. Never-mind that clinical studies

in real-world conditions have shown condoms to be over 98% effective at preventing both

pregnancy and STD infection when used properly.Caring parents who value their children's

education and safety should keep them far away from this book.However, parents willing to lie to

their children with religiously motivated messages about how sex is evil and will kill them or turn

them into maniacs should go ahead and give this book a shot.
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